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Detailed lesson plan in english grade 4 adjectives pdf

                                                                                                       Group/ Theme: Adjectives ENGLISH 4 Student Learning Results classify adjectives of quantity, quality, size, shape, color and origin. Definition Duration: 2 period Material/Resources needed: pencil, flower, ball, cap, and bag Show them the ball and ask
them to describe it using various adjectives. Record students' responses on the board. Ask them to talk about its color, shape, size, quality, and it is done in which country), such as China, Pakistan.                                                                         Made in Pakistan When they described the ball to show them the bag (your
bag, any student's bag) and ask them to describe it. When they describe the ball show them the bag (your bag, any student's bag) and ask them to describe it. Blue/skin/brown/black/soft/hard/good/attractive/thin material, Chinese/Pakistani, small, then ask them to describe the flower. The same can be repeated with other
objects like comb, table, chair, flower, rag or anything readily available in the classroom. Tell students that adjectives describe words that describe a noun or prooun. Draw the following table on the board and explain the different types of adjectives. This table can be displayed in the classroom for the help of students.
Contact the activity one and tell them how they have already told about this kind of adjectives. Ask students to copy the following table in their notebooks. They have to work in pairs and think about any three things and fill the table with different types of adjectives. The first is taken as an example. Briefly discuss different
types of adjectives with examples. ·           Emphasize the adjectives in the next sentence, and then use these adjectives in sentences. 1. I have a small closet. 2. It's an empty bottle. 3. I love fresh fruit/juice. 5. Tiger has sharp teeth. Answers: (small, empty, fresh, blue, sharp) Ask them to write five adjectives about their
any toy like a doll, car, bat, etc. or any animal they like. Ask students to add adjectives to the following sentences to make them more interesting. I can't drive your car. She went to the store to buy bread. I saw the Bird Kew. We ate pizza. I have a bag.             Muhammad Amin Guri DTE GHS Lera Bach No.0345-
8704256 8/10/2019 Detailed LESSON PLAN GRADE IV (ADJECTIVES).docx 1/8fishgirlI- OBJECTIVES: In allotted time, students are expected: a. Identify adjectives in a sentence and types of adjectives;b. Use adjectives to describe people or places; c. Answers to questions of understanding correctly; d. Participation in
the discussion carefully; e. Show kindness to others; II- SUBJECT MATTER: Use of adjectivesReference: English VI for you and me (p. 146)Materials: picture, chart, chalk Focus: Kindness to other Drill: Good morning class! How are you today? Were a great teacher This morning we will have a game. I'll divide you into
four groups. What you are going to do is arrange scrambled letters that are best described by itsgiven pictures.then insert it into the board. Each group must have a leader to present its work. The group that has the correct answers will be declared the winner. Considering the words of each group with picture.fnnuy
(funny)fsreh (fresh)lveoyl (beautiful)soemhnad (beautiful)clownboy8/10/2019 Detailed LESSON PLAN GRADE IV ABOUT (ADJECTIVES).docx 2/82. Review: What We DiscussedExercises:Direction: Stress Noun in Sentence.1 Annie built a castle on the sand2. Tommy swam in the ocean3. The city of zamboanga is of
flowers4. Table square.5. Pencil long.B. Development Activities:1. Motivation: What to do a good boy, do class? But before we have our history, I have a pictureWhat do you see? Sir, there's a boy who helps an old woman. What did the boy do in the photo? Sir, the boy helped the old woman.2 Unlocking difficulties:
Direction: Give the meaning of the stressed word in the sentence.1 Im begging from you. Stressed words means.a. Ask in charity. Poor old woman. Extreme poverty2. A kind-hearted person always receives an award. About the boy who helped the woman8/10/2019 Detailed LESSON PLAN GRADE IV ABOUT
(ADJECTIVES).docx 3/8a. Cruellb. The hoot. Violent3. Setting standards: Class, what will you do if your teacher, sir, sit properly here before? behave and listen carefullyVero well! Can I expect that from you? Yes, sir4. Presentation of the story: BOY With KIND HEARTOnce at the time, there were two friends of John and
Roy who went to the farm to plantsugarcane. Each of them was carrying food for lunch and a bottle of water. Roy went forward. Please give me food because I'm hungry, an old woman begged. Go away, old lady, I don't have any food for you! Roy shouted to the old woman. Meanwhile, his friend John was washed his
face in the stream when he saw the old woman, Please give me food for I'm hungry, the old woman begged. Immediately, Johnopens his bag where he held his food and shares it to the old woman. Then he gives her water, a woman John for food. Then she said, You have a sort of sort of So I'm going to give you a
reward. Go to the tree with a big stone under it. Remove the stone and you will find a bag filled with money. John was surprised, but he thanked the old woman and went to the tree after she described. He found a big stone, took it off and found a bag of money. He was sohappy and went running back to the old woman
and thanked her again. But the old woman is gone. Thank you, old lady, thank you, Lord John shouted to the wind. Then he returned home and happily bought delicious food and good clothes for himself and his family. A good man of the heart always receives an award, she can not always money, it can be beaded,
respectful and love from others5. Understanding test:1. What is the name of the story? A boy with a good heart.2 Who are the heroes of history? Sir, John, Roy and the Old Lady3. How would you describe John in this story? John has a good heart8/10/2019 Detailed LESSON PLAN GRADE IV ABOUT
(ADJECTIVES).docx 4/84. What did the woman ask for? Asking for food.5 Why did John help the old woman? Because John has a good heart.6 Is John a good boy? Why? Because he helps the old woman and gives her food.7 Infusion values:1. What did you learn from this story? Sir, don't be greedy, be kind to other
people and help them as long as we can. If you see someone asking you for food. What would you do? Give them some food. Discussion:I There are suggestions here. The old woman begged. Class, what woman asked for food? Sir, old. The word old describes or changes a woman. What do we call the word woman?
Man's name Sir,2. You have a good heart, so I'll give you a reward. What word changes the heart? kind3. Go to the tree with a big stone under it. What stone was described? Big 4. He returned home and happily bought delicious food and good clothes for himself and his family. Class, in question number 4 What are the
words that describe food and clothing? delicious, niceClass, a word that I've highlighted here called adjectives. An adjective word that changes or describes a noun and its proness. Give more information about the definition of a noun or pronoun. In fact, the word describing. Here are a few examples8/10/2019 Detailed
LESSON PLAN GRADE IV ABOUT (ADJECTIVES).docx 5/8V- Generalization: What do we call words that separate noun and pronoun? Sir, adjectivesWhat are adjectives again? Adjectives are a word that describes a noun and apronu. Who can give an example? Beautiful teacher! Use it in the sentence. Mila is
beautiful. VI- Application:(Work of the board: Teacher let pupils emphasize adjectives in sentence.) The class I have here suggestions let's find the adjectives of each sentence. Direction: Emphasize the adjectives in each sentence.1. They live in a beautiful house2. Lisa is wearing a sleeveless shirt today.3 She was
wearing a beautiful dress4. He writes This store is much nicer. VII-Grade: Class, let's see how far we've learned. Get one whole piece of paper and answer that question. Direction; Emphasize the adjectives in the following sentences.1 The film wasn't too long. A man smarter than me should understand this.3 The finals
were incredibly difficult.4 This cake is very tasty and very expensive. Everyone was very happy when the winner was announced6. The new outfit was very expensive but very beautiful. Mom said the cost of the car was too high.8 Faster than a speeding bullet, Superman was finished at the wrong time.9 Students are
upset by the rising cost of tuition staged a rally.10.Docx 6/8VIII- Appointment: Describe every part of your home to make offers, which describe each part and then surround the adjectives and emphasize the noun.8/10/2019 Detailed LESSON PLAN GRADE IV (ADJECTIVES).docx 7/88/10/2019 Detailed LESSON PLAN
GRADE IV ABOUT (ADJECTIVES).docx 8/8 8/8 detailed lesson plan in english grade 4 adjectives pdf. semi detailed lesson plan in english grade 4 adjectives
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